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Taking Over …
At what better number to
inherit the Newsletter than
Issue “one to one”? I am not
suggesting that the newsletters
will be personalised, but hope
that it will become more
interactive;
not
only
electronically interactive (links
in the electronic copy are
underlined), but the real
interaction is the exchange of
your articles, photos and news,
or ideas for a complete
newsletter. So please continue
to send me suitable material.
mailto:trandrews@gmail.com
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Also please let us know what
you think of the newsletter,
using this link to survey

Christmas Dinner
The ACC Christmas Dinner will
be held on Saturday 14th
December at the Seven Stars,
Dinton. 7:30pm for drinks, 8pm
for the meal. Please contact
Jenny to book places.
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District
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The Roaches
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Swanage Auberge,
Swanage, Dorset

Eskdale Centre,
Lake District

Lectures and Films

‘First in the Himalayas’,
November 19th 2013, Oxford
University Museum of Natural
History, 7pm. Kurt Diemberger
(Austria),
Robert
Schauer
(Austria) and Doug Scott CBE,
will tell of their epic adventures
and mountaineering firsts,. The
event is aid of Community
Action Nepal. TICKETS: £15
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Bamford
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Camping

Caseg Fraith,
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Meets for the remainder of 2014: 12 13 September - Lake District –Torver, 10 11 October - Snowdonia - Tan Y Garth
7th 8th November - Lake District - Patterdale Agnes Spencer Hut, 5th 6th Dec - Peak District - Bamford Bunkhouse
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SHETLAND: The Wild Islands

Where are they?

areas in search of wildlife and enjoyed some stunning
walks around the coast without seeing another person.
It was a lovely week of peace and tranquillity and I
barely scratched the surface.

Where
Scotland
meets
Scandinavia - 600 miles
north of London, 110 miles
north of Scotland and
forming part of the division
between the Atlantic Ocean
to the west and the North
Sea to the east.

What are they?
A hundred islands which span the hundred miles
between Fair Isle and Out Stack, the northernmost point
of Britain. The total population of 22,500 inhabits only
fifteen of them.

Why did I go there?
‘Cos Bob said to. He wrote an inspirational article a few
years ago, showed me some great wildlife pictures and
Shetland was added to my ‘bucket list’. It just took me a
little while to get round to it.

What did I do?
I started with a fabulous 3-day trip with Shetland
Wildlife designed as an introduction to the wildlife on
the islands. We hit some key spots by land and sea, saw
masses (literally) of birds close up, lots of seals, some
otters but unfortunately missed out on dolphins,
porpoises and whales which are often around. After
that, I met up with Bob & Pam, explored some different

Why should you go?
If you like walking there is 1697 miles of coastline and
500 square miles of open countryside, most of which is
open to walkers. If you like history there is 6,000 years
of it and 6,080 archaeological sites. There is mountain
biking, fishing, scuba diving and golf (it is Scotland!) and
19 hours of mid-summer daylight in which to enjoy it.
And, even if you are not into birds, I guarantee you will
awestruck by the sight of 54,000 gannets and all their
mates.
Climbing? Check this out: http://shetlandclimbing.info

When did I go?
I went in mid-June because it’s best for the nesting
birds.

How did I get there?
I didn’t need my car so went EasyJet to Aberdeen and
then Flybe to Lerwick. Bob & Pam take the ferry.

Want to know more?
Ask Bob.
Jackie Newman
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Let’s Talk Turkey
Temperatures in the low 30’s may have been pushing
the definition of a ‘Hot Rock’ trip to its extremes but it
would have been wrong to complain especially having
just endured the coldest spring on record. Climbing in
Southern Turkey at the end of April was never going to
be a comfortable trip for your average sun dodger but
even the most hardened lizards were sent scampering
for some shady respite once the heat had been cranked
up to gas mark 9. Located 500m higher and
approximately 25km to the west of the sprawling
seaside metropolis and tourist hot spot of Antalya , the
climbing area of Geyikbayiri is a relatively recent
development with the first routes being put up in 2000.
The current guidebook now has 618 routes on the crags
which line the sides of a valley below the village from
which the area takes its name. The village itself has little
to interest the visiting climber but fortunately there are
several camp sites immediately below the crags. The
closest climbs are within minutes of your front door and
even the furthest zones can be reached by a 30 minute
walk. We stayed at the German run JoSiTo campsite
which offers both camping and a variety of alternative
accommodation including a 6 bed lodge with its own
kitchen. This was occupied by Steve & Jackie Newman,
Pete Collins, Richard Andrews and Pilar and Andy
(Chicken) from the Wessex MC. Nick and Chis Lovell
opted for a caravan (some may say bijou but I don’t
think you could get a bed toilet and shower into a much
smaller space) whilst myself and Sally had a slightly less
compact chalet, both located in a rather idyllic orchard.

The campsite also has an on-site bar and restaurant
which serves very reasonably priced meals (about €8 for
dinner) which is rather fortunate as there is not much in
the way of grocery supplies in the immediate area. The
food is generally excellent although the ‘local tea’ is
something of an acquired taste. What looks like a bunch
of weeds plonked into a glass of boiling water tastes
much like a bunch of weeds plonked into a glass of

boiling water. Combined with the fact that the campsite
also offers airport transfer it comes pretty close to being
an all-inclusive climbing resort and you could easily
venture no further for the whole holiday. If you do want
a break from the Germanic efficiency of the campsite
then there are a couple of local trout farms / restaurants
within walking distance where you can sample the local
cuisine. There is no menu and you can have pretty much
anything you like as long as it’s a trout, although you do
get a choice of fried, grilled or baked and it’s very good
value for money. With the airport transfer service and
the closeness of the crags a car is not really necessary
but the campsite can arrange car hire on daily basis if
you wish to explore further afield. There are some
excellent ruins in and around Antalya so for our rest day
the team picked up two less than perfect condition Fiat
Lineas and headed for Termessos a trip which involved
an exciting dalliance with the Antalya ring road.
Although not quite third world the driving style in
Turkey has some significant room for improvement and
stopping at traffic lights seems entirely optional.
Despite getting separated (the white Fiat Linea would
appear to be an extremely popular car in Turkey), having
to dodge suicidal tortoises and badly signed contra flows
both teams made it to Termessos in one piece and spent
the day exploring the ruined city with its impressive
amphitheatre and necropolis.
Tortoises are not the only wildlife you’ll come across
whilst climbing at Geyikbayiri and there are some
impressive chameleons, huge maybugs and rather large
spiders, one of which decided to parachute onto my
pillow in the middle of the night. The JoSiTo campsite is
also home to a number of dogs which take great delight
in chasing cars but will also accompany you to the crag,
sleep at the bottom and then follow you back home.
One particular character, Hugo, also followed us to the
trout restaurant one night where, much to the
consternation of the owners, he proceeded to try a spot
of fishing by sticking his head in the trout pool. Much as
we tried, we couldn’t disown him and eventually he
went to sleep next to our table before escorting us back
to the camp site.
I suppose this being an article about a climbing trip (not
a holiday) I should tell you something about the
climbing. The majority of the routes are well bolted on
good quality sharp (sometimes very sharp) limestone.
The most extensive crags to the North of the camp site
generally face south so at best remained in the shade
until late morning. Here there is a wide variety of routes
on grey walls and steep orange caves with the odd bit of
slabby rock here and there. To the South across the river
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and having the advantage of being in the shade in the
afternoon is a further sector called Trebenna which
consists of huge caves with soaring tufas interspersed
with white pillars which are home to some of the more
amenable graded routes.

It is probably fair to say that there is not a huge quantity
of quality routes here to entertain those operating in the
4’s and low 5’s.
Things improve a bit in the high 5’s and low 6’s but there
are also some definite sandbags to be found. To get the
best out of this area (and this is pure speculation) you
probably need to be climbing in the mid to high 6’s.
There are also other climbing areas in the Antalya
region, most notably Olympos which is about 75km to
the south of Antalya. Late April was probably not the
ideal time to visit but it did have the advantage that the
area was relatively quiet. The campsite closes for the
summer in mid-May and reopens in October because
the summer is unbearably hot. Climbing here is possible
all through the winter but it does get some rain in
January and February although at this time of the year
you can also go skiing at the resorts up in the Taurus
mountains which rise up behind Geyikbayiri.
Would we go back? It’s definitely up there, but on an
ever increasing list of locations, and the competition is
tough.

Steve on Kara Kemer (5c+)

Nick Haine

Pete Anderson
To start with you have to get yourself a prime chunk of
top quality location (don’t compromise on anything but
the best), then marinade a good choice of route
overnight, sprinkle it with a generous dash of
challenging terrain, add a brace of handpicked
companions and then just before serving pour on a huge
dollop of excellent weather. If you still have the
appetite for a desert, treat yourself to a few extra
pinnacles followed with a cheeky scree run and there
you have it ………. The “Choire a Ghreadaidh Round (with
Fairy Pools dismount)” on the very wonderful Isle of
Skye.

their actual meaning. Had we known we were about to
ascend the “Peak of Smallpox” (I kid you not!), traverse
the “Peak of Torment” (really?) on to the “Peak of the
Fox” we may have had second thoughts, I think I’ll stick
to badly pronouncing the Gaelic names!
So onwards and upwards to the top of “Banana-ditch” to
double Chris’s tally of Munros (his first being the Inn Pin
two days previously) and the start of scrambling on the
ridge.

It was our fourth day of wall to wall sunshine and Chris
and I felt like a break from climbing with bulky rucksacks
so had decided on an “easy” day scrambling. The plan
had been loosely put together the evening before over a
pint (or three) of Young Pretender and then left to soak
overnight. After breakfast we added an extra ingredient
(more commonly known as Diccon) and then twisted the
route through 180 degrees deciding to go anti-clockwise
to open up some options if we weren’t full after the
main course.
We parked at the Youth Hostel and started the gentle
slog up Alt Coir’an Eich to the rather pleasant spur of An
Diallaid. From this vantage point our route for the day
was beginning to open up with Sgurr na Banachdich
starting to come into view and the tops of Sgur a’
Ghreadaid with Sgur a’Mhadaidh behind it. Apart from
being virtually unpronounceable the Gaelic names belie

What followed was some of the finest scrambling I’ve
done. A superb blend of airy exposure, a few technical
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sections of top-end grade 3 scrambling and some
interesting route finding puzzles to untangle. After a
couple of hours we’d gone over “Gretta” and on to
“Maddy” bringing Chris’s Munro count up to four. Over
a late lunch we decided to have another look at the
menu to see what else was on offer. Diccon’s excellent
choice of pudding was to continue along the ridge North
East over three more pinnacles to Bealach na Glaic
Moire.

The route just kept on giving; hugely exposed arêtes
followed by awkward down climbs into shady gaps and
back up again and still the sun shone; what a belter of a
route!

We soaked up the 360 degree view of the ridge a bit
longer, with Bruach na Frithe and Sgur nan Gillean
ahead to the NE and Loch Coruisk thousands of feet
below us to the SE. Well behind us now was Sgur
Banachdich with the Inn Pin away in the distance and
Glen Brittle down to the West and the sea beyond that
……. Wowsers!

“Here’s an idea” I said, “Why don’t we go down by the
Fairy Pools rather than slog back round to the Youth
Hostel? I’m sure we can hitch a lift back from there”.
Decision made, we began the descent, traversing along a
wide grassy ledge and after a short slightly awkward
section we found ourselves at the top of a few hundred
feet of reasonable looking scree.

The next section gave us yet more excellent scrambling,
up and over the often imposing pinnacles with a couple
of particularly unlikely looking sections. “Are you
kidding? Are you sure it goes up there?” A reconnoitre
round a blind
corner confirmed
that it had to, and
after
a
few
cautious moves
the route opened
up and we found
ourselves
once
again
on
comfortingly
scratched
rock
with
the
reassuring
polished signs of
passage over the
years.

I think you’ll find that “Whoopee!” is the correct phrase
to use on such occasions and so we quickly lost height
down into the Coire a’ Mhadaidh and round the foot of
Sgurr an Fheadain looking back up Waterpipe Gully.

After a more prolonged descent we found ourselves at
the Bealach and had the remains of our lunch looking
back up at the broken rock behind and the grassy glen
below.

And so began a lovely early evening walk out along the
banks of the river, pausing now and again to look at (and
throw stones into) the Fairy Pools and then up the last
short slope to the car park. A fortuitous meeting with
some fellow club members resulted in a quick lift to the
hostel to get my car and then back to get the others.
Back to the hut for “tea and medals”, well actually it was
Beer and Crisps on the porch in the last of the sunshine,
we reflected back on what has to have been one of my
best ever days on the hills.
Many thanks to Diccon and Chris for your company, that
one will take some beating!

Joining the Aylesbury Climbing Club Yahoo! Group
Most members have access to Aylesbury Climbing Club Yahoo!
Group and receive the regular updates. If you don’t and want to
join, the following should guide you to success. On the
Aylesbury Climbing Club Website http://www.acc.org.uk/, click
on the Yahoo! logo at the bottom of the page, this will take you
to the ACC Yahoo site. Select the + Joint Group ‘button’. (See
image)
This takes the user to a page where you need to set up a Yahoo
account – unless you have one already. One Yahoo account can
be used for multiple Yahoo groups. In the log-in process you
will need to give a valid mobile phone number – to which a
validation code will be sent. This validation code is needed to
complete the process of obtaining a Yahoo account. When you
have completed the process you will be taken to a screen
where you can apply to join the ACC Yahoo Group.
On this screen you will be prompted to state the email notification that you want. Finally you will be asked to type a
message about why you want to join the group.
Once you have submitted the application, an email is sent to the Yahoo! Group owner for approval.
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Ariège Revisited
The publication last autumn of a Rockfax guide to the
Ariège confirmed what some of us had known for a few
years – It is a good climbing centre in a little known area of
France. So for a late spring treat nine of us (Richard, Pete,
Mick, Mike, Lyn, Alan, Alex, Jon and Phil) headed for the sun
on an early Saturday morning flight to Toulouse . By midday
we were in Tarascon sur Ariege in a local cafe having lunch.
As it was a climbing holiday we were on the rock at Auzat a local granite outcrop - in the afternoon, together with a
large number of locals. However we had the staying power
and soon had the crag to ourselves. This was particularly
impressive for Alan who had not had any sleep for around
30 hours. Several good routes were done including La
Sabine - the classic of the crag.

morning, we all headed out to the grassy beach for a
refreshing dip.

The annual L'Ariégeoise - a local cycle ride with options of
50, 100 & 150 km rides was also being held the day we
arrived. The ride attracts hundreds, if not thousands, of
riders so there was a definite party atmosphere in town
which was a good start to the holiday – however it did
mean we had a long wait for our food in a local restaurant.

On Thursday Pete and Richard did a multi pitch route up
Calames, although they had been pipped at the post on
their preferred route, by a couple of French climbers who
had arrived ten minutes earlier. Nevertheless a similar
route brought them out to the summit where Mick was
waiting with their trainers and cold water.

Sunday we decided to beat the crowds by heading to Appy,
where there is a remoter crag. It was like déjà vu to be back
on gneiss - only two weeks after returning from Skye.
Another classic ‘Arete est’ gave incredible exposure on a
4+route. It reminded me of Little Chamonix at Borrowdale,
but double the length and twice the fun!

We stayed at Base Calames , which as the name implies is
at the base of the Calames climbing area. It is run by Jon
and Deborah, who are friends of Richard. Jon has written
the descriptions for the climbs at Calames in the Rockfax
guide so knows the routes better than anyone. They were
excellent hosts, giving us a warm welcome and providing us
with helpful local advice. Not only is the Ariège good for
climbing, but there is plenty of pleasant walking.
Mick did an overnight trip to a mountain hut, following a
walking route described in the climbing guide. The guide
authors clearly have a wider perspective on activities in the
area than just climbing as several mountain walks and a visit
to a local lake were also described. As the weather became
progressively hotter during the week, a trip to Lac de
Mondély on was a must. On 'scorchio Friday' after climbing
at Rocher Ecole, a rare shaded crag, near Foix, in the

There are several massive caves in the vicinity of Ariège so a
wet morning was an ideal time to explore them. The caves
in Bédeilhac are renowned for their prehistoric artwork you can ask those who took the tour for more details!.
We were fortunate that Le Tour de France had a stage in
the area whilst we were there. Our levels of fitness are
nothing compared to these guys who on the day we saw
them rode 195km and over 3,000m of ascent. Five of our
group supported the cyclists as they battled their way up to
Ax trois domaines on Saturday. Our English cheers must
have helped as Chris Froome sped to a 2 min stage win
after he passed us.
It wasn't all swimming and
watching cycling, we fitted in
more climbing on the final
Sunday. A party climbed at
Ax les Themes in the morning
and Alan and Mike climbed
at Calames in the morning
and afternoon, whilst a
gluten-free birthday cake
was secretly being cooked; it
being Mike's birthday. Our hosts Jon and Deborah provided
some bubbly, which made a good combination with the
birthday cake.
Verdict: We will definitely go
again - probably October, to get
some cooler weather, in a
couple of years’ time. In the
meantime we will savour the
memories
of
the
third
successful climbing trip to the
Ariège.
Richard Andrews
Link to more photos on Yahoo!
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Desert Islands Climbs

Pete Collins’ Choice

This is written in Turkey,
whilst on a climbing trip
so entirely from memory.
Selecting 10 climbs is an
almost impossible task as
I have done so many
good memorable routes
(and a few I would rather
forget about) over the
last 35 years. These are
the routes I remember
for all the right reasons. Climbed in good style with the
right people at the right time. Climbing is only part of life.
But it’s something that I have always been able to dip into
when I wanted to, and has given me enormous pleasure
and satisfaction over the years. I also sometimes think
climbing has kept me sane in an insane world (or is it vice
versa).
Luxury item would be my trusty old moac nut. Still use it
and seems to fit into most routes. Think it has been used
on all below routes except last one.
So in chronological order.
Great North Road HVS 5a. Millstone, Derbyshire. Done it
a few times over the years. In my opinion one of the best
routes on grit. A rite of passage for any aspiring Grit stone
thug.
Eliminate A. VS 4c. Dow Crag. Lake District. Again, done it
quite a few times over the years. Looks so impressive as
you walk up. Lovely rough rock threading its way up my
favourite Lakeland crag.
NE Buttress VD. Ben Nevis, Scotland. 1980. With Richard
the Plumber Thought we were on Tower Ridge till we
caught up with some people on the Mantrap. Some people
might say my route finding skills still haven’t improved
much. Topping out to the Sun setting over the Western
Isles. Did it again a couple of years ago with Bill Russell, via
Raeburn’s Arête.

belays. Only food or drink was an Orange between us,
which fell out of my tea shirt half way up.
Delicatessen E2 5c, High Tor, Derbyshire. 1986. With Paul
Haines. Did this a week before getting married. Remember
Paul, who was my Best Man shouting to me as I was half
way across traverse “For F**** sake get some gear in and
don’t fall off or Jane will never forgive me”.
Coronation Street E1 5b, Chedder. Gorge, Somerset 1987.
With Steve Newman. At the start the top of the route was
in clag. When we got to top the bottom was in mist, No
one else around. Dismal day Great Route
Cioch West S, Arrow Route VD, Trophy Crack E1 5b.
Shrone na Ciche, Skye Scotland. 1992? With Diccon
Proctor. Counting this as one climb as it climbs the Cioch
buttress from bottom to top linking 3 climbs and over
1000ft climbing. Left the hut late as it was raining, but sun
came out when we got to start. Arrived back at Hut at 8pm
and as weather was good did the Skye Ridge following day
leaving at 4pm, which we did in 12 hours top to top. Skye
is a magical place, when the sun shines and the midges are
not out. When the clag comes in and midges are out its
absolute hell.
South Face Direct 5.7 (MVS). First Flat Iron, Boulder,
Colorado. USA. 2002 . with Bill Russel. 12 pitches of
sheer delight padding up to top of flatiron. To be met at
the top by a golden eagle perched on the rappel bolt.
Fantastic views out over 1000 miles of flat prairie.
Wings for Life F6a. South Face Telendos, Kalymnos,
Greece. 2012. with Richard Andrews. Did this last year.
The only Bolted route on the list. 11 pitches. Boat ride in
with exciting climbing out over irreversible ground, leads
to the top of the island. A skinny dip in the sea and a cold
beer at the village on the way back make for a memorable
day.

Dream of White Horses HVS 5a, Gogarth, North Wales.
1983. With Ken the Builder. This must be on everyone’s
Desert Island. If you don’t enjoy this, check for a pulse.
North Wales not my favourite place, but will make an
exception for this.
La Demande. F6a (E2 5b), Verdon Gorge, Provence,
France. 1985. With Paul Haines 12 pitches straight up
from river to summit to rim. To be met by Jane, with a
glass of red wine. No bolts then, only 2 pegs at each of the
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trip reports
15th – 17th March - Lawrenny Hostel,
Pembroke
Bob Lee, Pete Templar, Richard Lodge,
Dawn Gilcrow, Steve & Jackie
Newman, Mel & Maryke Gosliga, Jon
Erwood, Richard Andrews, John
Wilson
On the Saturday some climbing was
done briefly at St. Goven’s before
retreating to the tea shop at
Bosherton to dry out.
Sunday heralded better weather, Bob,
Jon and John climbed whilst a large
contingent did a cliff walk in the
vicinity of Lydstep and met up with
the climbers at the end of the day.
19th – 21st April 2013 Falcliffe
Cottage, Grindleford, Peak District
John Wilson, Val Lum, Alex Sharp, Phil
Parry, Bob Lee, Moira Borg Neal, Barry
Hawkins, Alan Wilkinson, Tom
Beckley, Richard Lodge, Jackie
Verrinder, Mel & Maryke Gosliga,
Laurence Devaux, Rob Smith, Geoff
Bowles.
The log book entry is missing –
possibly something to do with
"Burning" Bob Lee and Richard "Light
it up" Lodge?, or because nobody
knew where they were?

8th – 16th June 2013 Glenbrittle
Memorial Hut, Skye
Jenny Walker, Moira Borg-Neal, Paul
Turton, Bill Russell, Richard Winter,
Kay Luckman, Barry Wright, Diccon
Proctor, Fiona Broadbent, Paul

Matthews, Peter Anderson, Chris
Anderson,
Phil
Parry,
Richard
Andrews, Jackie Verrinder, Jon
Erwood, Val Lum.
Early arrivals, Bill, Pete and Chris fitted
in Cioch Nose (Applecross) on the
Friday then the ‘In Pin’ on the
Saturday, whilst others were still en
route.
On Sunday in clear weather, Barry,
Kay, Diccon, Bill, Pete and Chris did a
combination of routes, culminating
with the obligatory photocall on the
Cioch – aided by two toy swords
found there (possibly left some time
ago by another ACC member?).
Meanwhile Phil and Richard ascended
Window Buttress to reach the ridge,
then nipped up the In Pin before
sunset and back to the hut at 11pm
without needing Headtorches. The
Rock Chicks were at it too: Jenny,
Moira, Jackie and Val ascended the
ridge via Coir a Ghrundha. Paul T, Paul
M, Fiona and Jon, reached Sgurr
Alasdair by a similar route, descending
into Coire Lagan via the Great Stone
Shoot. Richard W did a low level walk
and despite the fine weather
managed to find a bog to fall into!
The good weather continued on
Monday, which made the ridge
obligatory for some. Richard A, Jackie,
Phil and Val went up Bruach na Frithe
and continued along the ridge to the
ridge to the Basteir Tooth, finding
three snow fields to traverse in the
process! Diccon, Chris nad Pete fitted
in a ‘mega-scramble’ along parts of
the ridge (see article). At the north
end of the ridge, Moira, Paul T and
Jenny took the tourist track to Sgurr
na Gillian.
The good weather did not last  In
poor visibility on Tuesday, Val, Phil,
Jon and Richard A walked from
Talisker to the hexagonal columns at
Preshel Bog. On the other side of the
island, Diccon, Kay, Barry and Jackie V
had a 16 mile walk ‘rest day’. Starting
with a boat trip from Elgol to Coruisk,
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they circuited the loch, crossed the
bad step (well done Jackie)
Camasunary Bay and back along the
cliffs to Elgol. Further north, Bill, Paul
T, Jenny, Moira, Pete, Chris, and
Richard W met up with Sandy Ogilvie
and had a trip on his boat from which
they saw puffins, shags, dolphins, skua
and an eagle’s nest.
On Wednesday, Pete, Chris, Kay,
Barry, Paul, Jenny, Moira and Val did a
walk at Talisker in the morning, pub
lunch then visited the caves at Broes
peninsula where there was good
birdwatching.
The weather was variable on
Thursday: Richard W, Jenny, Jackie,
and Phil walked in the sun at
McLeod’s Maidens, whilst Richard A
and Diccon, headed up into the mist
to do Arrow Route, glimpses of views
made the visit worthwhile. Paul T,
Kay, Barry, and Moira did a scramble
at Boswell’s Buttress / Preshal More,
then on to the (loose) basalt columns,
where they were rewarded with views
of a golden eagle flying only feet away
from them. . Bill did a walk on Friday
into
Coire
a’Ghreadailh,
and
scrambled up North Rib before being
turned back by rain. Val and Jon did
two coast walks from the hut, one
north, one south. [This ensured they
passed the ice cream shop twice!]
Finally on Friday, Jon and Paul M went
fishing, Fiona, Val, Richard and Phil did
a repeat of ‘the Tuesday Boat Ride
and Walk’ recommended (quite
rightly) by Diccon, Kay, Barry and
Jackie.
22nd –23rd June 2013Coppermines,
Coniston, Lake District
Max
Inghram-Johnson,
Alan
Wilkinson, John Wilson, Mick Barnes,
Val Lum, Gary, Nicola nd Chris Sparks,
Mike Erwood, Moira Gainey and
Katherine Erwood-Gainey.

Early arrivals Mick and Val did a walk
from Black Combe to White Combe, in
good weather.
On Saturday Mick, John and Alan
headed up Wetherlam from Yewdale
Fells. Undeterred by wind and
showers, tricky route-finding and the
odd scree slope, they made it to the
summit where “knock you over” wind
hastened their descent. Meanwhile in
a land not far away, but without the
wind, Mike, Moira, Katherine, Val
Gary, Chris, and Nicola followed the
bike or hike Route 37 to Tarn Hows
returning to Coniston through the
woods.
13th -14th July 2013 Caseg Fraith,
Snowdonia (Family Meet )
Jenny Walker, Paul Turton, Bob Lee,
Peter, Chris, Debbie Anderson, and
Nuria Paul, Rachel and Sarah Nurse,
Adam, Moira and Cormac Borg-Neal,
Richard Lodge, Alex Sharp, Nick and
Chris Lovell, Mel, Maryke and
Raymond Gosliga, Barry Hawkins,
Barry Wright, Kay Luckman, Tom, John
and Emma.
With the temperatures in the 30’s (yes
Centigrade!), Bob led a mass ascent

on Tryfan. As if that was not enough,
some of the party also fitted in a
scramble up Bristly Ridge, whilst Mel,
Moir and Cormac headed across to
the lake where they enjoyed the
uncharacteristically
warm
water
before heading down to the Visitor
Centre for an ice cream.
A family meet would not be complete
without an assault on Little Tryfan, so
on Sunday, Paul, Rachel and Sarah
Nurse, Moira and Cormac spent a
lovely day’s climbing . Maryke, Mel
and Raymond joined in the fun later.
20-22 September 2013, Bosigran,
Cornwall
Mel & Maryke Gosliga, Julian and
Raymond,
Phil
Parry,
Richard
Andrews, Alex Sharp, Russell Baker,
Diccon Proctor, Steve & Jackie
Newman, Bob Lee, Richard Lodge,
Jenny Walker, Paul Turton, Laurence
Devaux, Rob Smith, Alan Wilkinson,
Moira Borg-Neal, John Wilson.
Several groups arrived early, with the
Gosligas leading the way.
On the Friday, in glorious weather,
Phil and Alex got in some leading
experience in the Alison’s Rib area.

committee news
19th March 2013
It was reported that the following nominations have
been received for committee posts.
Val Lum – Secretary, Alex Sharp – Membership Secretary
Richard Andrews – Communications Officer
Regarding 2014 meets, the Wessex Club meet in Lundy
is for May 2014 (not 2013). Bob offered to coordinate
with Wessex for this as an additional meet.
Pete clarified the situation about the MRC donations.
The proposed quantum of donations are now to be
decided at the end of the financial year when the state
of the finances is known. The retiring committee’s
recommendations are tabled at the AGM for ratification.
Richard confirmed that AGM Agendas including details
of the nominations received have been posted to
members.
Sally and Pete agreed on the number of adult members:
62. Nick has just published a further newsletter; for
which he was thanked.

Diccon and Russell did three routes
including Oread and Doorpost.(HS).
Saturday Steve, Diccon, Laurence, Rob
Amy and Russell braved the elements
and made a mass ascent of Long Climb
(VD) at Land’s End. Paul, Moira, Alex,
Bob, Richard A, Alan and John did a
coastal walk from Treen taking in
Logan’s Rock on the return journey.
Phil, Jackie and Richard L walked to St.
Just on the Coastal path and back in
and in misty conditions. Maryke, Mel,
Raymond & Jenny did a figure of 8
walk taking in coast and woodland.
On Sunday Steve, Jackie, Rob,
Laurence, John, Alan, Amy, Richard A,
Phil and Alex headed west in search of
sun - and found some at Roche Rock,
near Bodmin. It is an interesting
schorl, outcrop with the remains of a
chapel on it. Half a dozen routes were
lead with Steve leading the most, and
several top-roping an E1! Back, at
Bosigran, the day improved and in
sunny conditions. Diccon and Russell
climbed Gollywogs Cakewalk [not very
PC! Ed.], (HS 4C), while Jenny, Paul
and Moira, did a coast walk to Zennor.

A number of upcoming events were discussed: the
AGM, the family meet, Climb and Curry evenings ,
summer evening walks, the BBQ and slide shows. Sally
offered to continue to arrange the Climb and Curry
nights.
7 May 2013
Paul Nurse is making good progress with the 2014
bookings.
Pete reported that the donations agreed at the AGM
have been made.
Numbers of members are still unclear as several
members have not yet paid their subs for this year. Six
new members have joined.
Events: Jenny to book the Squash Club for the two slide
shows: 7 October 2013 and 24 February 2014 and also
th
the 2014 AGM (14 April).
Some funding is available from BMC (Sport England) for
training, however Events require professional
instructors from specific organisations, and needed to
be booked in advance, , the idea of organising some
training while on a meet was discussed, perhaps night
time navigation while on a winter meet.
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Green Park is set to continue this year as per previous
year.

options were discussed; a final decision was deferred to
the next committee meeting.
th

10 September 2013
The family meet was successful, those who attended
being rewarded with good weather. Paul Nurse has
booked all the meets for 2014 [the full list is on Yahoo!.]
Bob pointed out that we now need to think about
having someone to start booking huts for 2015. [Any
volunteers?]
Alex reported that membership stands at 56 paid up
members + 5 juniors + 3 lifers. In matching ACC
membership records with BMC records a disparity has
been identified in the records and thus potential gaps in
rd
BMC 3 party insurance cover for ACC members. Many

Val and Richard to attend a BMC seminar on 12
October at Castleton covering topical issues for
affiliated clubs.
Several people have had difficulty accessing Yahoo!.
Richard has prepared step by step guide.

Following discussion, for oversubscribed meets (such as
the Bosigran trip), the committee agreed the process to
be: if there are not enough volunteers to drop out/stay
elsewhere, names will be drawn out of a hat to select
individuals NOT being accommodated in the hut. If a
name is one of a group/couple, the group/couple can
decide which one of them should not attend.

Recycling on Meets
New Editor – same message!
Many of the huts that we visit have no
refuse collections and therefore we have to remove any rubbish
generated during our stay which over a weekend can amount to a
considerable quantity. It’s not, however, just about convenience
and as a group of people who have a common interest in the wild
natural environment then we should have a greater awareness of
our environmental impact. If a hut does not have dedicated
recycling facilities then please would all club members take
responsibility for their own recyclables. If you had room to bring it
then you should have room to take it home! This applies to glass
bottles, steel and aluminium cans, plastics and cardboard.
Thank You.

Various members of the club climb at local
climbing walls on weekday evenings. On
Thursdays a regular group can be found at
Oxford Brookes and club members are
also visiting Milton Keynes on Friday
evenings. If you are interested in joining us
then post a message on the Yahoo group
to find out who’s going where. On the last
Friday of every month we are also doing a
climb and curry evening at Milton Keynes.
Climbing at Big Rock from 7ish before
retiring to the Purple Mango at around 9.
Please contact Sally if you wish to join us.

The views expressed in this newsletter are those of the individual authors
and do not represent the views or ethos of the editor, the committee or the
Aylesbury Climbing Club as a whole.

Committee Members
Chairman
President
Secretary
Treasurer
Meets 2013
Meets 2014
Membership
Communications
Social

Paul Turton
Jenny Walker
Val Lum
Pete Anderson
Bob Lee
Paul Nurse
Alex Sharp
Richard Andrews
Vacant

01844 238518
01296 713269
01844 345727
01844 260712
01296 651308
01869 369242
0775 3686364
01494 526645

For up-to-date information on spontaneous and planned
events, photos, discussions, daytrip arrangements and club
events visit Yahoo! and Facebook and the website

www.acc.org.uk

Club Discounts
Cotswold
(Milton Keynes, Bicester,St Albans)
www.cotswoldoutdoor.co.uk
Use your club membership card for
15% discount. Please note new
discount code AF-ACC
The Outdoor Shop, Stony Stratford,
www.theoutdoorshop.com
Your club card entitles you to
approximately 20% off the SRP off
most items (excluding maps, books or
fuel).

Affiliated to the British Mountaineering Council
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